
Reap the benefits of the cloud with the 
least disruption — and the most security. 

Lower Total Cost
of Ownership

Reduction in TCO including
one-time migration costs.

Reduced infrastructure and staffing
for lower cost and improved scaling.

Potential acceleration in deployment
speed as operational lead times fall.

Reduced Infrastructure
and Staffing

Faster
Deployment

You focus on innovating.
We’ll be your security detail.

Move to the cloud, 
with peace of mind

Make sure the solution you choose covers 
your most relevant concerns:

SAP S/4HANA Cloud,
Private Edition

87%

Choose a trusted, secure,
complete cloud solution

Learn more at
sapns2.com/s4hana-cloud-private-edition

Traditional flexibility
and full scope
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Upgrading to the cloud? Take these fool-proof steps.

Extra layers of security 
for highly regulated industries

U.S. Person Cloud Delivery Team

Automated Deployment of Regulated Hyperscaler Regions

Astronomical costs

Find a partner that gives you choice, flexibility, and control.

Deep industry knowledge

Flexible to allow transformation
at your pace

Proven success with large scale 
workloads

Utility level resistance

Scales with your business

Improving your experience 
with ongoing code enhancements 
and innovation

Expert configurations and
automated deployments

Security compliance for 
unique industry requirements

Partner add-ons to enhance
competitive differentation

Transparent subscription 
pricing

Due to a rapidly changing marketplace, I need to adopt 
new technology and optimize our company's system 
while staying secure and compliant.

I have a legacy system.

Problems during this phase:

Comparing cloud solutions?

Legacy
system

“OK,
time to

upgrade”

Compare
cloud

solutions

Difficulty managing all tasks
required for cloud success
(software, infrastructure, technical
managed services requirements) 

Manual provisioning requires 
time and resources

Keeping up with ever changing 
compliance requirements 

Fear of loss in investments
with overages in infrastructure
costs and technical management

Growing security
threats with globalization

Where are you on the journey?

New software, new problems?
Is there thorough planning in place to ensure your staff 
is properly enabled to get ahead of risk and security threats, 
while being agile enough to promptly fix issues?

Are they aware of your industry’s unique
compliance requirements? 
Will your cloud partner be keeping up with your industry’s 
regulations, and proactively ensure your software is compliant? 

Will it be worth the cost? 
Ask for proof in results of companies like yours. How does
the software pay for itself?

How soon will you start seeing benefits?
How long will it take for a company like yours to get started, 
and to start seeing the direct cost and efficiency savings? 

Choose a
solution

20% 2+ months

Five Eye resource support  |  Data residency compliance
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Proven results, direct to your bottom line

Cloud Value

Ideal for companies looking to convert their 
existing system(s) in order to retain value 
from their investments while reaping the 
benefits of the latest cloud innovation. 

SAP NS2’s award-winning team and software takes 
care of your entire cloud transition — making it a 
seamless, secure, hands-off experience. Sit back 
and enjoy the benefits of the cloud, without the 
headaches and uncertainty.

Cloud transformation at your own pace

Full service cloud management

Improved business operations, ROI boost,
and cost savings

Reduced hardware, infrastructure, and operational
costs (no need to manage licensing, hosting,
functional support with different vendors, etc.)

Your safe passage 
to the Cloud

https://www.sapns2.com/s4hana-cloud-private-edition/

